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[57] ABSTRACT 
In reproducing halftone dot images, the appearance of 
moire effect is suppressed by slightly and randomly 
disarranging the positions of halftone dots to be re 
corded from the normal position in each unit halftone 
dot area, or by slightly and randomly distorting the 
halftone dots. 

11 Claims, 14 Drawing Figures 
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HALFI‘ONE DOT FORMATION 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to forming halftone 
dots in halftone dot image reproduction by means of an 
image reproduction system, such as a color scanner, and 
more particularly, to a method of and apparatus for 
forming halftone dots capable of suppressing the ap 
pearance of the moiré effect while keeping the shape of 
the halftone dots undistorted. ' 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

There are several methods of recording a halftone 
dot image necessary for producing a print from a gra 
dated original image by means of an image reproduction 
system, such as a color scanner. A representative one of 
the methods can be seen in U.S. Pat. No. 4,350,996. 
Each of those methods has the following steps. First, 

according to a coordinate value (Ua, VB) of a pixel on 
a coordinate system (U, V) of a recording ?lm onto 
which a halftone dot image is to be recorded by a re 
cording beam, a coordinate value (XaB, Yap) of an 
imaginary screen corresponding to the recording pixel 
to be recorded on the recording ?lm is computed. Sec 
ond, a threshold signal corresponding to the coordinate 
value (Xvi/3, yalg) is read from a data storage means in 
which a screen pattern corresponding to the imaginary 
screen is written beforehand at the address (X043, Yap). 
Then, the readout threshold signal is compared with the 
corresponding image signal to consequently form a 
halftone dot by controlling the recording beam in ac 
cordance with the result of the comparison. 

Undesirably, each of those primitive methods has a 
fatal drawback that a periodical interference between 
the imaginary screen and the locations of corresponding 
recording pixels causes moiré effect on a portion of a 
unicolor halftone dot image which should be recorded 
in uniformity by uniform halftone dots. In order to 
suppress the appearance of moiré effect, the method 
disclosed in U.S. Pat. No. 4,350,996 adopts a superimpo 
sition of a random number onto each address of a screen 
pattern corresponding to the coordinate value (X043, 
YaB) of the recording ?lm. This method, however, still 
has a drawback that a recorded halftone dot carries a 
complex irregularity on its periphery as shown in FIG. 
13(b). The contrasts with recordation by a method 
which comprises no such superimposition of a random 
number as shown in FIG. 13(a), whereby impaired 
inking is presented during subsequent printing process 
ing. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
method of and apparatus for reproducing halftone dot 
images suppressing the appearance of moiré effect by 
disarranging the regularity of an imaginary screen in 
view of the fact that moiré effect is caused by a periodic 
interference between the imaginary screen and the loca 
tions of corresponding recording pixels. Instead, the 
regularity of the imaginary screen is disarranged, not 
pixel by pixel as observed in the said conventional 
method, but by unit halftone dot areas being the compo 
nents of an imaginary screen each disarranged slightly 
at random in order to produce halftone dots free of 
roughness on their peripheries. 
The above object can be materialized by adding ran 

dom numbers RXij, RYij respectively to screen coordi 
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2 
nate values computed in correspondence with the loca 
tion of a recording pixel when it is in a unit halftone dot 
area (i, j) on the imaginary screen. Adoption of an imag 
inary screen of such construction brings about an effec 
tive reduction of the appearance of moire effect because 
the discontinuity of the imaginary screen in density 
occurs only on the borders between adjacent unit half 
tone dot areas. Thus, roughness on the peripheries of 
halftone dots is insigni?cant and interference between 
the imaginary screen and corresponding recording pix 
els occurs at random. 

It should be noted in the present invention that the 
said disarrangement of unit halftone dot areas as shown 
in FIG. 2 is not'carried out for the whole area of an 
imaginary screen because such an operation requires an 
impracticable amount of large-scale hardware. Rather, 
the disarrangement is carried out for a “compartment” 
consisting of, for instance, 32X 32 unit halftone dot 
areas in a matrix as shown in FIG. 7. A plurality of the 
thus-constructed compartment composes the imaginary 
screen thereby to cover the whole area of the imaginary 
screen. 

It should be noted furthermore in the present inven 
tion that each unit halftone dot in an imaginary screen 
can be slightly distorted by being disarranged as shown 
in FIG. 9 to present distorted borderlines between unit 
halftone dot areas, by which a halftone dot to be pro 
duced becomes free of roughness in its periphery be 
cause no discontinuity of density on the border lines 
occurs. 

It should be noted incidentally that the screen coordi 
nate value, computed in accordance with a screen angle 
and a screen ruling to be employed, can be prestored in 
a table memory to be put only to an additional process, 
when a simpler apparatus can be used. 
The above and other objects and features of the pres 

ent invention can be appreciated more fully from the 
following detailed description when read with refer 
ence to the accompanying drawings. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 shows a schematic diagram of an image repro 
duction system to which the method of the present 
invention is applied. , 
FIG. 2 shows a diagram of an imaginary screen em 

ploy'ed in the present invention. 
FIG. 3 shows a diagram of the relation between the 

coordinate system of a recording ?lm and that of an 
imaginary screen. 
FIG. 4 shows a schematic diagram of an apparatus for 

carrying out a coordinate value conversion based on 
FIG. 3. 
FIG. 5 shows a schematic diagram of another appara 

tus for carrying out a coordinate value conversion 
based on FIG. 3. 
FIG. 6 shows a schematic diagram of an address 

generator employed in the present invention. 
FIG. 7 shows a diagram of the relation between unit 

halftone dot areas and a compartment of an imaginary 
screen of the present invention. 
FIG. 8 shows a schematic diagram of a computer 

shown in FIG. 6. 
FIG. 9 shows a diagram of another imaginary screen 

employed in the present invention. 
FIG. 10 shows a diagram of an electronically approx 

imated imaginary screen. 
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FIG. 11 shows a diagram of the relation between a 
coordinate value of the imaginary screen of FIG. 10 and 
that of a normal imaginary screen. 
FIG. 12 shows a schematic diagram of a data storage 

device into which dislocation data of each unit halftone 
dot area are stored. 
FIGS. 13(0) and 13(b) shows a detailed diagram of a 

halftone dot recorded by means of a conventional 
method. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF A PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT OF THE INVENTION 

FIG. 1 shows a schematic diagram of an image repro 
duction system to which the method of forming half 
tone dots of the present invention is applied. In the 
apparatus of FIG. 1, an original A mounted on an origi 
nal drum 1 is scanned by a scanning head 3 successively 
line by line according to a well-known method to obtain 
an image signal PX. The image signal PX is, after under 
going necessary corrections such as color correction 
and gradation correction in a color computer 5, input to 
a comparator 6. In the meantime, there is input a thresh 
old level signal corresponding to a density value from a 
pattern memory 15 to the comparator 6 as mentioned 
afterwards. By comparing the image signal Px with the 
threshold level signal for correspondency, a recording 
control signal P5 is obtained. The recording control 
signal P3 is input to a recording head 8 to control a 
recording beam, by which a halftone dot image is re 
corded on a photosensitive material B mounted on a 
recording drum 10. Since this method is mentioned in 
detail _in U.S. Pat. No. 4,350,996, no precise description 
thereof is given here. 
On the other hand, a rotary encoder 11 coaxially 

connected to the recording drum 10 and a rotary en 
.coder (or a linear encoder) 12 moved in connection 
with the recording head 8 output respectively a main 
scanning position signal K and a sub-scanning position 

- ‘Y signal L to a ?lm coordinate value generator 13 which 
generates a signal representing a ?lm coordinate value 

‘ I" (U, V) corresponding to each recording pixel. Then the 
signal of the ?lm coordinate value (U, V) is input to an 
address generator 14, and converted to a screen coordi 
nate value of an imaginary screen according to a man 
ner mentioned afterwards to generate a reading address 
signal for a pattern memory 15 to which the imaginary 
screen is written. 
FIG. 6 shows an embodiment of the address genera 

tor 14 in which a computer 21, usually composed of a 
memory such as a ROM and an adder, is provided to 
compute which unit halftone dot area composing the 
imaginary screen includes the ?lm coordinate value of a 
recording position and to compute the screen coordi 
nate value corresponding to the ?lm coordinate value of 
the recording position. There are also provided therein 
memories 22 and 23 to which random numbers and 
RYij as shown in FIG. 2 are respectively prestored, and 
adders 24 and 25. In the computer 21, a conversion from 
a ?lm coordinate value (U, V) to a corresponding 
screen coordinate value (X, Y) of an arbitrary screen 
angle 0 is ?rst carried out. 
The above-mentioned coordinate value conversion is 

carried out according to a manner as disclosed in U.S. 
Pat. No. 4,350,996. Assuming that in FIG. 3 the length 
of a side of a recording pixel (square) is P, the length of 
a unit halftone dot area is S, and the unit halftone dot 
area comprises 256x256 segments in a matrix, the 
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4 
screen coordinate value (X, Y) is expressed by equa 
tions: 

X — (Ucos9 — VsinO) (P/ i 256 

Y = (UsinO + Vcos0) (P/-25S—6) 

(I) 3 

and further assuming herein that cos 0(P/(S/256))=a 
and further assuming herein that cos 0(P/(S/256))=B, 
the above equations (I) can be expressed by equations: 

Since the values a. and B in the equations (II) have no 
relation to the ?lm coordinate value (U, V), they can be 
previously computed at a particular screen angle 0 and 
a screen ruling to be stored in a memory such as a ROM. 
FIG. 4 shows an embodiment for carrying out the coor 
dinate value conversion, in which the coordinate value 
conversion in the equations (I) is carried out by reading 
out values Ua, —Vp Up and Va respectively from the 
memories 210, 211, 212 and 213 and then by respec 
tively adding the former two and the latter two in ad 
ders 214 and 215. 
Assuming in this regard that the size of a ?lm to be 

recorded is 58 cm><58 cm, and the size of a recording 
pixel is 12 um_>< 12 pm, the capacity of each of the 
memories 210 through 213 is approximately 50 K (kilo 
words), which is larger than that desired for practical 
use. The problem is avoided by dividing the values U 
and V respectively into values U1, U2 and V1, V2 and, 
when each of the values U and V are expressed in 16 
bits, treating them as U=U1+256 U2 and V=V1+256 
V2. In other words, by incorporating the values U and 
V to the equations (II), the screen coordinate values X 
and Y expressed by equations: 

can be obtained. Since each of the values U1, U2, V1 and 
V2 is expressed in 8 bits in this case, memories 216 
through 219 provided in an apparatus constructed as 
shown in FIG. 5 is allowed to have a capacity corre 
sponding to 256 W, which is small. It should be noted in 
this connection that the apparatus of FIG. 5 can be 
applicable to the computation of either X or Y direc 
tions. 

In the present invention, which of 32X 32 unit half 
tone dot areas of a screen compartment in which a 
recording pixel is to be included must be computed. The 
coordinate value (X, Y) is thus converted into a coordi 
nate value (x, y) as shown in FIG. 7. The conversion 
can be expressed as: 
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wherein i and j are integers and the values x and y must 
satisfy: 

The above conversion can be re-expressed by equations: 

) . 

and by incorporating the equations (III) to the equations 
(IV), the coordinate values x and y can be obtained as: 

x : Ymod.256 X 32 IV 
y = Ymod.256 X 32 ( ) 

={(U1+ 256U2)a - mod 213 + 

(—V] _ 256V2)B - mod 213} - mod 213 

= (ula- mod 213 + 256U2a - mod 213) ~ mod 213 + 

((4/13) - mod 213 + (-256V2B) - mod 213 

mod 213} - mod 213 

and 

y = {(1115 - mod 213 + 256U2B - mod 213)- (v1) 

mod 213 + (Vlcr - mod 213 + 256V2a ~ mod 213) 

mod 213} - mod 213 

FIG. 8 shows an apparatus for carrying out the coor 
dinate system conversion corresponding to the equation 
(V), which has almost the same construction as that of 
FIG. 5 [the equation (VI) can also be computed by the 
same apparatus]. The difference between the two appa 
ratus is seen in that memories 250, 251, 252 and 253 such 
as ROMs of FIG. 8 are prestored respectively with 
U1a.mod 213, 256U2(1.I11Od 213, —V1B.mod 213 and 
~256V2/3. mod 213, and adders 254, 255 and 256 are 
each constructed so that the ?gures not less than 213 is 
abandoned. This is because of the fact that, for instance, 
a value (A+B).mod 213 (A50, B20) can be computed 
by a hardware by simply dropping the ?gures not less 
than 213 of the computation resultant thereof. By divid 
ing the thus-computed value x into x,; and 256xB acord 
ing to the following: 

2J2,211...2sl27,26...' 
X11 XA 

the value xA becomes the x-direction coordinate value in 
the said unit halftone dot area, while the value x1; be 
comes the x-direction position number in the said com 
partment shown in FIG. 7. The number of the position 
(x3, yB) thus obtained from the computer 21 is input to 
the memories 22 and 23 as a reading address signal as 
shown in FIG. 6. In response, the random numbers 
RXU~ and RYIj corresponding to the position number are 
read out from the memories 22 and 23 as mentioned 
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6 
before, and added to the screen coordinate values (x,;, 
y,.;) in a certain unit halftone clot area by adders 24 and 
25 to be output as a screen coordinate value (xA', y,4’) 
from the address generator 14. 
FIG. 9 shows another embodiment of the halftone 

dot formation method of the present invention, in which 
an imaginary screen comprises irregularity distored unit 
halftone dot areas. In this connection, since such a dis 
torted imaginary screen is dif?cult to be produced elec 
tronically, the present invention adopts an approxima 
tion as shown in FIG. 10. 
The approximation is carried out in such a manner 

that segments of a normal unit halftone dot area are 
rearranged so as to approximate to a distorted unit half 
tone dot area. Although in the example of FIG. 10 each 
of the segments has each side 2; in length of the corre 
sponding side of the unit halftone dot area, the size of 
each segment can, of course, be reduced to obtain a 
?ner approximation. 
The rearrangement of each segment is determined by 

x and y direction dislocation quantities RX and RY 
from the original position thereof on the normal unit 
halftone dot area, and the density value corresponding 
to a screen coordinate value P (x, y) of the distorted unit 
halftone dot area is as same as that corresponding to a 
screen coordinate value P'(x-PX, y-PY) of the normal 
unit halftone dot area as shown in FIG. 11. For this 
reason, an approximated screen pattern can be obtained 
by converting the screen coordinate value (x, y) of the 
normal screen pattern into the screen coordinate value 
(x-PX, y-PY) of the approximated screen pattern, when 
the screen pattern itself is untouched. 
The above-mentioned theory can be easily put into 

practice by previously storing into memories the values 
RX and RY corresponding to each of, for example, 
32x32 unit halftone dot areas in a compartment and 
adding them to the corresponding normal coordinate 
values. It should be noted in this regard that each com 
partment of an imaginary screen comprises identically 
rearranged (distorted) 32X 32 unit halftone dot areas in 
the halftone dot generation method of the present in 
vention as seen in the ?rst embodiment, because there is 
necessitated a vast amount of capacity to prestore the 
values RX and RY for the whole area of a recording 
?lm. 
FIG. 12 shows a schematic diagram of distinct values 

RX and RY for each of 16 segments of a unit halftone 
dot area comprising a compartment being stored in a 
memory, in which the values RX and RY are expressed 
with suf?xes i, j, k and as RX (kill) and RY (kill). 

In the halftone dot generation method of the present 
invention, the suf?x values (i, j) and (k, l) are used as 
addresses for reading out the corresponding values RX 
and RY which are subsequently added to the screen 
coordinate value (xA, y,.;) as mentioned on the ?rst em 
bodiment. The suf?x values (i, j) and (k, 1) can be ob 
tained, for instance, from the values x and y obtained by 
the address generator 14 of the ?rst embodiment ac 
cording to the following: 

X=OO ...g2,00...O 
i k 

and 
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-continued 

2122"...28 2726...20 
y=.OO O OO...O 

j 1 

It is easily understood in the ?eld of image reproduction 
that the structure of an apparatus for realizing the above 
method is to be basically as same as the ?rst embodi 
ment shown in FIG. 6 in which only the data stored and 
the addresses in the memories 22 and 23 are different. 
As mentioned above, the halftone dot generation 

means of the present invention, in which an imaginary 
screen comprising a plurality of compartments each of 
which is composed of, for instance, 32X 32 unit halftone 
dot areas in a matrix each of which unit halftone dot 
areas distorted slightly at random is used, brings forth 
the effects as follows: 

In comparison with the conventional method in 
which a random number is imposed onto each record 
ing pixel, the method of the present invention is capable 
of forming a halftone dot whose peripheral area is less 
rough, which leads to smoothed inking in printing and 
effective reduction of the appearance of moiré effect. 

Furthermore, using an imaginary screen as disclosed 
in the second embodiment brings forth an improvement 
on reducing a discontinued density distribution appear 

1 ing around the boarder lines between unit halftone dot 
areas, which leads to more strict reduction of the ap 

' pearance of moire effect. 
It should be noted incidentally that the method of the 

present invention, described on a partiuclar case when 
applied to a color scanner, can also be applied to other 
image reproduction systems such as a monochrome 
scanner, a layout scanner and a electronic photocom 
poser. ' 

We claim: 
1. A method of forming a halftone dot image on a 

_ photosensitive film by means of a recording beam con 
“ trolled by ‘a signal obtained-by comparing an image 
signal obtained from an original with a corresponding 
threshold value signal read out from a screen memory in 
which an imaginary screen of a certain screen angle and 
screen ruling is stored, comprising the steps of: 

(a) obtaining a ?lm coordinate value corresponding 
to a recording pixel; 

(b) obtaining a screen coordinate value of a certain 
screen angle corresponding to each recording pixel 
and a screen coordinate value of the same screen 
angle corresponding to a unit halftone dot area 
composed of a certain number of recording pixels 
arranged in a matrix in main and sub-scanning di 
rections according to the said ?lm coordinate 
value; 

(c) generating random numbers to be imposed on the 
screen coordinate value of the unit halftone dot 
area according to the screen coordinate value 
thereof; 

(d) obtaining main and sub-scanning reading ad 
dresses of the screen memory respectively by sum 
ming the main scanning direction random number 
and the main scanning direction coordinate value 
of the corresponding recording pixel and by sum 
ming the sub-scanning direction random number 
and the sub-scanning direction coordinate value of 
the corresponding recording pixel; and 
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8 
(e) reading out a threshold value corresponding to the 
summed values of both the directions from the 
screen memory. 

2. A method as recited in claim 1 in which identical 
random numbers for the recording pixels in a unit half 
tone dot area are repeatedly applied to the recording 
pixels in a speci?c number of unit halftone dot areas 
arranged in a matrix in the main and sub-scanning direc 
tions comprising a compartment by periodically using 
identical screen coordinate values corresponding to the 
recording pixels in a speci?c unit halftone dot area. 

3. A method as recited in claim 2 in which the main 
scanning direction screen coordinate value correspond 
ing to each of the recording pixels in a unit halftone dot 
area is expressed by low-order A bits identi?ed by the 
exponent A of a main scanning direction pixel number 
(screen ruling) 2A in the unit halftone dot area and high 
order B bits identi?ed by the exponent B of a speci?c 
number 23 of unit halftone dots in the compartment; the 
sub-scanning direction screen coordinate value corre 
sponding to each of the recording pixels in the unit 
halftone dot area is expressed by low-order A bits and 
high-order B bits identi?ed similarly as above; and an 
identical sequence of screen coordinate values corre 
sponding to the recording pixels in a speci?c unit half 
tone dot area is periodically used for the recording 
pixels in B unit halftone dot areas. 

4. A method as recited in claim 1 wherein: 

wherein U is a sub-scanning direction coordinate value 
obtained from a ?lm coordinate value generation 
means, and V is a main scanning direction coordinate 
value obtained from a ?lm coordinate value generation 
means; and 

and 

sin 0(P/(A/A))=B 

wherein 0 is a screen angle, S is thelength of a side of 
a unit halftone dot area, and P is the length of a side of 
a recording pixel; and B is the number of unit halftone 
dot areas in a compartment, the step (b) further com 
prising the steps of: 

(l) obtaining Ulamod 2A+B from U]; 
(2) obtaining 256 a mod 2A+B from U2; 
(3) obtaining '—V1B mod 2A+B from V1; 
(4) obtaining —256 V213 mod 2A+B from V2; 
(5) summing the resultants obtained in the steps (1) 
and (2); 

(6) summing the resultants obtained in the steps (3) 
and (4); 

(7) outputting a screen coordinate value of a sub 
scanning direction factor corresponding to each 
recording pixel expressed by low-order A bits by 
summing the resultants obtained in the steps (5) and 
(6), and a screen coordinate value of the subscan 
ning direction factor corresponding to a unit half 
tone dot area expressed by high-order B bits; 

(8) obtaining U1B mod 24*”? from U1; 
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(9) obtaining ZAUZB mod 2A+B from U2; 
(10) obtaining Vla mod 2A+B from V1; 
(11) obtaining 2AV2 mod 2A+B from V2; 
(12) summing the resultants obtained in the steps (8) 
and (9); 

(l3) summing the resultants obtained in the steps (10) 
and (l l); and 

(14) outputting a screen coordinate value of the main 
scanning direction factor corresponding to each 
recording pixel expressed by low-order A bits by 
summing the resultants obtained in the steps (12) 
and (13), and a screen coordinate value of the main 
scanning direction factor corresponding to the unit 
halftone dot area expressed by high-order B bits to 
periodically use an identical screen coordinate 
value for every 23 halftone dot areas. 

5. A method of forming a halftone dot image on a 
photosensitive ?lm by means of a recording beam con 
trolled by a signal obtained by comparing an image 
signal obtained from an original with a corresponding 
threshold value signal read out from a screen memory in 
which an imaginary screen of a certain screen angle and 
screen ruling is stored, comprising the steps of: 

(a) obtaining a film coordinate value corresponding 
to a recording pixel; 

(b) obtaining a screen coordinate value of a certain 
screen angle corresponding to each recording 
pixel, a screen coordinate value of the same screen 
angle corresponding to a unit halftone dot area 
composed of a certain number of recording pixels 
arranged in a matrix in main and sub»scanning di 
rections, and a screen coordinate value corre 
sponding to each segment composing the unit half 
tone dot area according to the said ?lm coordinate 
value; 

(c) generating random numbers to be imposed on the 
screen coordinate value corresponding to each 
segment according to the screen coordinate value 
corresponding to the recording pixels in a speci?c 
unit halftone dot area; 

((1) obtaining main and sub-scanning reading ad 
dresses of the screen memory respectively by sum 
ming the main scanning direction random number 
and the main scanning direction coordinate value 
of the corresponding recording pixel and by sum 
ming the sub-scanning direction random number 
and the sub-scanning coordinate value of the corre 
sponding recording pixel; and 

(e) reading out a threshold value corresponding to the 
summed values of both the directions from the 
screen memory. 

6. A method as recited in claim 5 in which identical 
random numbers are repeatedly applied to the segments 
arranged in a matrix in the main and the sub-scanning 
directions in a unit halftone dot area by periodically 
using identical screen coordinate values corresponding 
to the recording pixels in a speci?c unit halftone dot 
area. 

7. An apparatus for forming a halftone dot image on 
a photosensitive ?lm by means of a recording beam 
controlled by a signal obtained by comparing an image 
signal obtained from an original with a corresponding 
threshold value signal read out from a screen memory in 
which an imaginary screen of a certain screen angle and 
screen ruling is stored, comprising: 

(a) ?lm coordinate value generation means for obtain 
ing a ?lm coordinate value corresponding to a 
recording pixel; 
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10 
(b) coordinate value conversion means for obtaining a 

screen coordinate value of a certain screen angle 
corresponding to each recording pixel and a screen 
coordinate value of the same screen angle corre 
sponding to a unit halftone dot area composed of a 
certain number of recording pixels arranged in a 
matrix in the main and the sub-scanning directions 
according to the said ?lm coordinate value; 

(c) random number generation means for generating 
random numbers to be imposed on the screen coor 
dinate value of the unit halftone dot area according 
to the screen coordinate value of the unit halftone 
dot area; and 

(d) summing means for obtaining main and sub-scan 
ning reading addresses of the screen memory re 
spectively by summing the main scanning direction 
random number and the main scanning direction 
coordinate value of the corresponding recording 
pixel and by summing the sub-scanning direction 
random number and the sub-scanning direction 
coordinate value of the corresponding recording 
pixel. 

8. An apparatus as recited in claim 7 in which the 
main scanning direction screen coordinate value corre 
sponding to each of the recording pixels in a unit half 
tone dot area is expressed by low-order A bits identi?ed 
by the exponent A of a main scanning direction pixel 
number (screen ruling) 2A in the unit halftone dot area 
and high-order B bits identi?ed by the exponent B of a 
speci?c number 23 of unit halftone dots in the compart 
ment; the sub-scanning direction screen coordinate 
value corresponding to each of the recording pixels in 
the unit halftone dot area is expressed by low-order A 
bits and high-order B bits identi?ed similarly as above; 
the A bits comprising highest C bits expressed by the 
exponent C of the number 25 of the said segments; and 
an identical sequence of screen coordinate values corre 
sponding to the recording pixels in a speci?c unit half 
tone dot area being periodically used for the segments in 
a certain number of unit halftone dot rea. 

9. An apparatus as recited in claim 7, wherein: 

wherein U is a sub-scanning direction coordinate value 
obtained from a ?lm coordinate value generation 
means, and V is a main scanning direction coordinate 
value obtained from a ?lm coordinate value generation 
means; 

and 

sin 6(P/(S/A))= 13 

wherein 6 is a screen angle, S is the length of a side of 
a unit halftone dot area, and P is the length of a side of 
a recording pixel; and B is the number of unit halftone 
dot areas in a compartment, the coordinate value con 
version means further comprising: 

(1) a ?rst table memory for outputting U101 mod 
2A+B according to an input U1; 
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(2) a second table memory for outputting 256 Uza 
mod 2A+B according to an input U2; 

(3) a third table memory for outputting —V1B mod 
214+‘? according to an input V1; 

(4) a fourth table memory for outputting —256 VZB 5 
mod 24+” according to an input V2; 

(5) a ?rst summing means for summing the outputs 
obtained from the ?rst and the second table memo 
rles; 

(6) a second summing means for summing the outputs 
obtained from the third and the fourth table memo 
ries; 

(7) third summing means for outputting a screen co 
ordinate value of the sub-scanning direction factor 
corresponding to each recording pixel expressed 
by low-order A bits by summing resultants ob 
tained from the ?rst and the second summing 
means, and a screen ccordinate value of the sub 
scanning direction factor corresponding to a unit 
halftone dot area expressed by high-order B bits; 

(8) a ?fth table memory for outputting U13 mod 
214+‘? according to U1; 

(9) a sixth table memory for outputting ZAUZB mod 
214+}? according to U2; 

(10) a seventh table memory for outputting V1 mod 
2A+B according to V1; 

(1 1) an eighth table memory for outputting 214V; mod 
2A+B according to V2; 

(12) a fourth summing means for summing the outputs 
obtained from the ?fth and the sixth table memo- 30 
nes; 

(13) a ?fth summing means for summing the outputs 
obtained from the seventh and the eighth table 
memories; 

(14) a sixth summing means for outputting a screen 35 
coordinate value of the main scanning direction 
factor corresponding to each recording pixel ex 
pressed by low-order A bits by summing the resul 
tants obtained from the fourth and ?fth summing 
means, and a screen coordinate value of the main 
scanning direction factor corresponding to the unit 
halftone dot area expressed by high-order B bits to 
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periodically use an identical screen coordinate 
value for each 29 halftone dot areas. 

10. An apparatus as recited in claim 9 in which the 
said random number generation means is a table mem 
ory into which random numbers of the main and the 
sub-scanning direction factors for the recording pixels 
in a certain number of unit halftone dot areas are stored. 

11. An apparatus for forming a halftone dot image on 
a photosensitive ?lm by means of a recording beam 
controlled by a signal obtained by comparing an image 
signal obtained from an original with a corresponding 
threshold value read out from a screen memory in 
which an imaginary screen of a certain screen angle and 
screen ruling is stored, comprising: 1 

(a) ?lm coordinate value generation means for obtain 
ing a ?lm coordinate value corresponding to a 
recording pixel; 

(b) coordinate value conversion means for obtaining a 
screen coordinate value of a certain screen angle 
corresponding to each recording pixel, a screen 
coordinate value of the same screen angle corre 
sponding to a unit halftone dot area composed of a 
certain number of recording pixels arranged in a 
matrix in the main and the sub-scanning directions, 
and a screen coordinate value corresponding to 
each segment composing the unit halftone dot area 
according to the said ?lm coordinate value; 

(c) random number generation means for generating 
random numbers to be imposed on the screen coor 
dinate value corresponding to each segment ac 
cording to the screen coordinate value correspond 
ing to the recording pixels comprised in a speci?c 
unit halftone dot area; and 

(d) summing means for obtaining main and sub-scan 
ning reading addresses of the screen memory re 
spectively by summing the main scanning direction 
random number and the main scanning directon 
coordinate value of the corresponding recording 
pixel and by summing the sub-scanning direction 
random number and the sub-scanning coordinate 
value of the corresponding recording pixel. 

* * Ill * ‘I 


